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Questions 
Based on the readings Voluntourism: More Harm Than Good, and Is Voluntourism The New 
Colonialism?*, the students in the Global and Intercultural Experience for 
Undergraduates GIEU Peru 2017 Group 1 crafted the following questions to provoke 
discussion at one of our pre-departure learning team meetings. The students have 
agreed to share these questions in written with you. We hope that they are helpful 
when preparing for your on-site experience, or when processing/debriefing your 
experience on site. (The categorization of the questions is mine.) 

Language 

How could a change in the language we use (e.g. “the community we interact 
with” instead of “host community,” or “collaborate” instead of “help”) 
contribute to a more respectful interaction with the communities abroad? 

Self-Examination 

Why do we want to help others in the first place?  

Why do we choose to volunteer in other countries when many of the same 
situations occur in our own communities? 

How can we make our experience more genuine, and focused on others rather 
than ourselves? | How can we make our volunteer work less about our personal 
experience, and more about the community?

understand more, try to avoid long explanations of what you know first, and 
rather ask with modesty. Be open to learn.      

Community Entry Tips Oregon State University. Great list of tips for any 
organization and location. One of my favorite tips is “Treat the service like 
you would a job or internship.”.      

Community Entry Tips Oregon State University. Great list of tips for any 
organization and location. One of my favorite tips is “Treat the service like 
you would a job or internship.”  

Strategies and Suggestions for Effective Community Entry VISTA. Googling this will 
send you to a PDF file with strategies and suggestions for effective 
community entry. A highlight: “Ask for help from reliable community 
resources to understand how respect is defined and practiced.” 

Ethics and Photography in Developing Countries Unite for Sight. This is a 
webpage with suggestions to keep in mind when taking pictures in 
developing communities. An example: “It is not acceptable to use the 
photographs simply to harness pity. People who donate out of guilt tend to 
see subjects as pitiful objects, which is dehumanizing and disrespectful.”  

The dilemma of photographing developing Africa when studying abroad. 
Reflections by Natalie Marshall, a student who went on a short-term study 
abroad trip to Ghana in 2014. 

Some Quotes for Reflection 
There are no foreign lands. It is the traveler only who is foreign. 
― Robert Louis Stevenson, The Silverado Squatters. 

Travel makes one modest. You see what a tiny place you occupy in the world. 
― Gustave Flaubert 

…there ain't no journey what don't change you some. 
― David Mitchell, Cloud Atlas  

The traveler sees what he sees. The tourist sees what he has come to see. 
― G.K. Chesterton 

* Available on the web.
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How can we ensure that our volunteering abroad is actually helpful, rather 
than exploitative and destructive?  

What questions do we need to ask, and what do we need to understand 
before we travel abroad to volunteer?  

In what ways could we give help without resembling a higher power? 

Dignity and Trust 

Should giving aid to others be ceased if it degrades the receivers’ way of 
life?  

How can we listen to what the community actually needs in the short 
amount of time that we are there? 

How can we combat the idea that we know more, or even a little more, 
than the villages/ towns themselves about how to move towards 
“development?”  

What do you think the best way to gain trust is when it comes to 
volunteering in someone else’s home?   

What can one do to avoid the community thinking that volunteers are 
pitying them? 

What kinds of “help” would actually benefit the community? 

How can we get rid of this idea that “we are going there to make a 
difference?” 

About Voluntourism 

What characteristics of voluntourism resemble colonialism? 

How does one avoid colonialist voluntourism?  

How does someone volunteer ethically? | How can you explain ethical 
volunteering to someone else? 

What makes individuals volunteering not distinguish active volunteering 
and commitment with the community, and tourism? 

Do you think voluntourism is appreciated, or could it potentially foster anger 
between the people receiving the aid and those giving the aid? 

How does voluntourism benefit the volunteer more than it does the 
community? 

How can we ensure our trip isn’t voluntourism? | How do we not make what 
we do voluntourism?

How does voluntourism validate privilege? 

Sustainability 

How would it be possible to permanently implement a relationship colleges 
have at volunteering locations abroad? 

Bigger Questions 

Why do we believe “every little bit helps,” specifically for problems way 
bigger than a group of college students abroad? 

How can we be a truly and interconnected global society if only a (wealthy) 
fraction of the world's population benefits?  

How do the philosophies presented in each of these articles relate with other 
organizations like Teach for America and the Peace Corps? 

Other Resources 
Concepts to Explore 

Culture as an iceberg. Analogy presented in 1976 by anthropologist Edward T. 
Hall in his book Beyond Culture. It is said that we can only see less than 10% 
of an entire iceberg, while nearly 90% is beneath the surface of the water. 
Hall reasoned that the external, or conscious, part of culture is what we can 
see and is the tip of the iceberg and includes behaviors and some beliefs. 
The internal, or subconscious, part of culture is below the surface of a 
society and includes some beliefs and the values and thought patterns that 
underlie behavior.  

White Savior Complex. For a brief video, you can search on YouTube “What a 
White Savior is and Why it's a Problem.” I am convinced that a well-thought 
and genuine participation in other cultures will contribute to making this 
concept obsolete. 

Web Search 

Home stay in ____ (your location). Some universities websites and home-stay 
services have information about manners, and how to behave in and with 
host families. These will be useful tips even if you are not planning to stay 
with a local family. 

(your location) history or current events. Being informed of what the 
communities or country have experienced or are going through will help you 
grow respect for the community, and understand your position and the 
timing of your presence in that community. When asking questions to




